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In domains such as emergency response, environmental monitoring, policing and security, sensor
and information networks are deployed to assist human users across multiple agencies to con-
duct missions at or near the “front line”. These domains present challenging problems in terms
of human-machine collaboration: human users need to task the network to help them achieve mis-
sion objectives, while humans (sometimes the same individuals) are also sources of mission-critical
information. We propose a natural language-based conversational approach to supporting human-
machine working in mission-oriented sensor networks. We present a model for human-machine and
machine-machine interactions in a realistic mission context, and evaluate the model using an exist-
ing surveillance mission scenario. The model supports the flow of conversations from full natural
language to a form of Controlled Natural Language (CNL) amenable to machine processing and
automated reasoning, including high-level information fusion tasks. We introduce a mechanism for
presenting the gist of verbose CNL expressions in a more convenient form for human users. We
show how the conversational interactions supported by the model include requests for expansions
and explanations of machine-processed information.

I. Introduction

A mission-oriented sensor network (MOSN) must support
high-level tasking of network resources in terms of mission
objectives, and enable exploitation of soft (human) sources
in addition to physical sensing assets. These requirements
involve human-machine interaction: users need to be able
to request information from the network, while also being
sources of information. MOSNs are increasingly deployed
in domains such as emergency response, environmental
monitoring, policing and security, to assist human users —
typically across a number of partner agencies — to conduct
missions at or near the “front line”. MOSNs have the po-
tential to empower individuals in the field who, prior to the
widespread provision of mobile information and communi-
cation platforms, have not traditionally been able to benefit
from the best-available actionable information [2]. MOSN
technology is becoming increasingly service-oriented, of-
fering a range of capabilities from the identification of rel-
evant sources, to the automatic generation of queries and
sensor tasking requests, to the composition and invocation
of useful information-processing services, to the selection
of appropriate dissemination mechanisms which take into
account the capabilities of an end-user’s (mobile) device.
Many of the technical elements required for MOSNs are
discussed in [8].

In this paper we address the need for human-machine
interaction in MOSNs by proposing a natural language-
based conversational approach aimed at making it eas-
ier and more convenient for users in the field to access
mission-supporting services. We introduce a model for
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human-machine and machine-machine interactions that in-
cludes support for: (1) requests for information, (2) provi-
sion of information, and (3) human-machine reasoning and
information fusion. The approach is underpinned by the
use of controlled natural language (CNL) to provide an
information representation that is easily machine process-
able (with low complexity and no ambiguity) while also
being human-readable [11]. A CNL is a subset of a natu-
ral language (NL), commonly English, with restricted syn-
tax and vocabulary. For our purposes, using a CNL facil-
itates clearer communication between human and system,
and also enables the system to act directly on the informa-
tion without the need to transform to/from another tech-
nical representation, supporting human-machine reasoning
and information fusion [10] in the MOSN context. Sev-
eral controlled natural languages exist; we selected a form
of Controlled English known as ITA Controlled English
(CE) [5] for compatibility with related research efforts. A
brief guide to CE syntax and modelling is given in the ap-
pendix. An example statement in CE syntax is shown be-
low; this identifies an individual known to be a high-value
target (HVT):

there is a person named p670467 that
is known as ‘John Smith’ and
is a high value target.

While it is possible for (trained) humans to communicate
directly in CNL, for convenience we aim to enable conver-
sations that flow from natural language to CNL and back
again, through an exchange of messages we call cards. Sec-
tion II summarises the kinds of interactions we aim to sup-
port, with examples. Section III describes our conversation
model in terms of the primitive kinds of interaction and
valid sequences. Section IV demonstrates how the model



can be used to support realistic exchanges in a MOSN
context, using a scenario from previously-published work.
Section V describes a prototype implementation of the con-
versational protocol, while Section VI provides evaluation
and discussion, including some refinements to the protocol
following experimentation with the prototype.

II. Human-machine conversations

We focus on supporting three main kinds of interaction:1

human→machine interactions where the purpose of
the interaction is to mediate between NL and CE forms of
human-provided content. The human initiates an interac-
tion in NL and the machine feeds back CE, prompting the
human to refine the CE and agree an unambiguous CE form
of the content. Example: an officer on patrol reports a sus-
picious vehicle at a location by means of a text message
from their mobile device; the software agent on their de-
vice asks them to confirm their message in CE format (“Did
you mean. . . ?”). Note that the human’s content could be a
question or statements, and the confirmed form will corre-
spondingly be a CE query (“is it true that the vehicle X is a
threat?”) or facts (“the vehicle X is a threat”).

machine→human interactions where the purpose of
the interaction is to inform a human or ask them for in-
formation. While it is possible to use CE for this purpose,
it is often more convenient to present the gist of full CE
in a more compact form, for which templates can be used.
Example: the information broker agent sends a brief “gist”
report to a human analyst indicating the vehicle is associ-
ated with a known high-value target. Commonly, a human
receiving a gist report will ask for it to be expanded so they
can see the full (CE) information behind it; they may also
wish to obtain explanations (CE rationale) for some or all
of that information. In addition to CE content, communica-
tions may have other kinds of linked content, for example
imagery or a reference to a document.

machine→machine interactions where the purpose of
the interaction is to exchange information between soft-
ware agents. The conversation is carried out through an
exchange of CE content. Example: the CE from the pa-
trol officer in the above example is communicated to an
information broker agent that then asks a database agent
for further information on the vehicle. While there is nor-
mally no human involved in these exchanges, using CE as a
uniform information representation avoids communication
problems — the meaning of human-provided information
is not changed by some translation process to a different
formal language — while also making it easier for humans
to audit the exchanges when necessary. Also, on occasion,
it will be useful to copy selected messages to a human for
information.

To summarise, our main requirements are to support the
following kinds of conversational interactions:

• NL to CE query or CE facts (a ‘confirm’ interaction);

• CE query to CE facts (an ‘ask-tell’ interaction);
1While not our main focus, human→human interactions are also sup-

ported via exchange of NL or CE messages.

• exchange of CE facts (a ‘tell’ interaction);

• gist CE to full CE (an ‘expand’ interaction);

• CE to CE rationale (a ‘why’ interaction).

In the following section, we formalise these kinds of
conversational interactions by identifying a set of conver-
sational primitives and valid interaction sequences.

III. Controlled English conversation
cards (CE-Cards)

We conceptualise a conversation as a series of cards
exchanged between agents, including humans and soft-
ware services. Each card contains text, which can be
natural (NL) or controlled (CE) language. To support
human-machine conversation we allow three kinds of card
content: fully-natural language, formal Controlled En-
glish, and a form of template-based CE that provides
the gist of complex sets of CE sentences for brevity
and easier human-readability. Drawing upon software
agent research, a conversation unfolds through a series
of primitive communicative acts; for example, queries,
assertions, or requests [3, 4]. The key difference in
our work is that we need communicative acts to sup-
port not only machine→machine communication, but also
human→machine and machine→human.

III.A. CE-Cards model

Based on our requirements, we model several sub-types of
card, shown in Figure 1 and given in CE form in the ap-
pendix. The three direct sub-types of card — CE card,
NL card and gist card — provide important context for
their content because it is not possible to unambiguously
determine whether a piece of text is NL, CE, or gist by
parsing it. For example, compare the NL sentence “there is
a person named John” with the CE statement “there is a per-
son named p1234 that is known as John”. If the parser in-
terprets ‘John’ as an identifier then the first sentence could
be misinterpreted as CE. (Note however that it is possible
to determine that a string is not CE if it fails to parse as CE,
in which case it could be NL or a gist.)

We define the following sub-types of CE card, each cor-
responding to a particular communicative act:

ask card that contains a CE query;

tell card that contains CE statements other than queries
(e.g. facts or rationale);

confirm card that contains CE content derived from the
content of a preceding NL card;

expand card that requests the formal CE form of the
content of a preceding gist card;

why card that requests an explanation (CE rationale) for
the content of a preceding ask or tell card.
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Figure 1: Graphical view of the CE-Cards model

CE ask and tell cards can be distinguished unambigu-
ously by parsing their content (CE queries and facts respec-
tively) so we don’t strictly need these sub-classes to be de-
fined explicitly. However, having them makes it easier to
specify conversational policies, as shown in Section III.B.

NL cards are not classified into “ask” and “tell” variants
because their content is ambiguous. Without confirmation,
it is not possible to determine for certain whether they rep-
resent a query or statement. Once the corresponding CE
content is confirmed (via a CE confirm card) an ask or
tell CE card is issued.

An expand card marks a transition from gist content
to full CE; the content is able to specify CE entities that
the sender wishes the expansion to focus on. For example,
consider the following exchange2:

gist card: the red SUV is a threat

expand card: red SUV

tell card: there is a vehicle named v12345
that has ‘red SUV’ as description and
has XYZ456 as registration and...

Here, the agent issuing the expand card doesn’t want an
expansion of “threat”, just the details of the SUV.

A why card marks a transition from CE facts to CE ra-
tionale; the content of a why card is able to specify CE
entities that the sender wishes the explanation to focus on.
For example:

tell card: there is a vehicle named v12345
that is a threat and is located at
central junction and...

why card: v12345 is a threat

tell card: v12345 is owned by HVT John
Smith and...

Here, the sender of the why card wants an explanation of
the threat as opposed to, say, the vehicle’s location.

An example instance of a card in CE syntax is shown
below.

2For brevity, this and the next example are shown in pseudocode rather
than complete CE format.

there is a tell card named ‘#2b’ that
is from the agent tasker and
is to the agent broker and
is in reply to the card ‘#2a’ and
has content the CE content
‘there is an HVT sighting named h00453 that
has the vehicle v01253 as target vehicle and
has the person p670467 as hvt candidate’.

This is a tell card from an agent called tasker to
another agent called broker, reporting a high value target
sighting. The card is a response to a previous card: all cards
have unique identifiers, allowing conversation “threads” to
be identified. The example shows the use of various card
attributes, defined formally as CE relationships in the ap-
pendix. Every card is from some individual human or
software agent. A card is to either an individual agent or
a named group (e.g. a team in the MOSN context); a card
can be to multiple recipients. In addition to the attributes
shown here, every card has a timestamp (the UTC for when
the card was sent, from the sender’s point-of-view) and may
optionally have one or more linked resources, for example
an associated image, video or audio stream, or document.

The three sub-concepts of card — CE card, gist
card, NL card — can thus be defined in terms of restric-
tions on their content. For example, a CE card is a card
that has content which is CE content. However, hav-
ing explicit named sub-concepts makes the definition of
conversational policies simpler, as shown below.

III.B. CE-Cards conversation policies
A conversation is a sequence of cards exchanged between
two or more agents, with causal relationships between each
pair of consecutive cards in the sequence (usually denoted
by the identifier of the preceding card being used as the
value of the succeeding card’s is in reply to attribute).
Following [4], we define conversational policies as rules
that describe permissible conversations between agents,
specifying allowed sequences of cards and constraints on
the attributes and content of individual cards depending on
their place in a sequence. Figure 2 sketches the set of se-
quence rules for the card types defined in our model. A full
discussion of the constraints on card attributes and concepts
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Figure 2: Conversation sequence rules for CE-Cards

accompanying this sequence is outside the scope of this pa-
per, but examples are provided below and in Section IV.

In terms of our requirements for CE-Cards, the key in-
teractions in the sequence in Figure 2 are as follows:

• The most basic form of conversation is an exchange
consisting of an ask card a followed by a tell
card t where t is in reply to a and the content
of t is expected to be CE statements that satisfy the
CE query in a.

• A conversation initiated by a human will typically be-
gin with an NL card n to a software agent which will
attempt to process the NL content of n into CE and
respond with a confirm card c containing either a CE
query or CE statements (depending on how the NL
was interpreted), where c is in reply to n. There
are now three permitted responses to c:

– the originating human agent may accept (or edit)
the CE content and, if it is a CE query, issue
this content in an ask card a, where a is in
reply to c;

– the originating human agent may accept (or edit)
the CE content and, if it consists of CE state-
ments, issue this content in a tell card t,
where t is in reply to c;

– the originating human agent may not accept the
content and issue a (modified) piece of NL con-
tent in a new NL card n′, where n′ is in
reply to c.

• An agent may respond to an ask card with a tem-
plate form of CE contained in a gist card g, to
which the recipient may respond with an expand
card e requesting the full CE form of the gist in-
formation. Now the recipient of e is excepted to re-
spond with a tell card t the contents of which are
expected to be the full CE form of the contents of g (e
is in reply to g, t is in reply to e).

• An agent may respond to a tell card t with a why
card requesting an explanation for the contents of t;
the recipient of w is expected to respond with a tell

card t′, the contents of which are expected to be CE
rationale for the contents of t (w is in reply to t,
t′ is in reply to w).

Conversation sequences are expected to begin with one
of the following: an ask card, tell card, gist card,
or NL card. More complex conversations can be con-
structed from the sub-sequences described above, and other
permissible sequences. For example, following receipt of a
tell card t, the recipient may issue a follow-up query in
an ask card a, where a is in reply to t.

IV. Vignette and analysis

We use a surveillance vignette from [10] to provide an illus-
trative walkthrough of the use of our conversational model
in a mission context. We analyse the initial steps of the vi-
gnette in terms of human-machine, machine-human, and
machine-machine interactions, involving four interacting
agents:

• a human officer on patrol in the field (patrol);

• a human intelligence analyst with an interest in inves-
tigating suspicious activities in the area (analyst);

• a software agent that mediates between humans and
other agents (broker);

• a software agent that handles access to database and
sensor resources (tasker).3

The interactions in the initial steps of the vignette are as
follows, illustrated in Figure 3:

Step 1: The patrol reports a suspicious black saloon car,
vehicle registration ABC123, moving south on North Road.
The report is issued as a NL text message to the broker,
which generates and confirms the CE form of the report
with the patrol.

Step 2: The broker sends the patrol’s report to the tasker,
and a database query reveals that this vehicle is associated
with a high value target, John Smith. This HVT sighting is
communicated back to the broker.

Step 3: Based on its knowledge of mission priorities previ-
ously provided by the analyst, the broker issues a request to
the tasker to track the location of the vehicle. An unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) is assigned to this task.

Step 4: The UAV locates and tracks the black saloon as
it heads south on North Road. The UAV reports that the
vehicle stops near Central Junction. The analyst is alerted
of this via the broker, and requests imagery from the UAV.

We now provide details of these conversational interac-
tions using the CE-Cards model. Most of the following se-
quence of interactions is illustrated in Figure 4. For brevity
we do not present exchanged cards in full CE syntax but
instead use an abbreviated format as follows:

3Other configurations of the software agents are possible, for example
splitting the tasker into multiple agents with responsibility for different
kinds of resources; the aim here is to show machine-machine communi-
cation while keeping the scenario simple.
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Figure 3: A surveillance vignette involving human and machine agents

id. card type sender→recipient in reply to id.
Content text
Optional linked resource(s)

Step 1: Human patrol sends text message

#1a NL patrol→broker
Suspicious vehicle driving south: black saloon

car with license plate ABC123

#1b confirm broker→patrol in reply to #1a
there is a vehicle named v01253 that

has ‘black saloon car’ as description and

has black as colour and

has saloon as body type and

has ABC123 as registration.

Additional information about location, direction and re-
porting patrol is also generated but not shown here.

#1c tell patrol→broker in reply to #1b
CE as in card #1b: patrol confirms no change needed

Step 2: Machine stores confirmed extracted facts

#2a tell broker→tasker
CE as in card #1b

#2b tell tasker→broker in reply to #2a
there is an HVT sighting named h00453 that

has the vehicle v01253 as target vehicle and

has the person p670467 as hvt candidate.

This statement is inferred CE that has been is created as a
result of fusing the new information from the patrol with
background information already held in a database.

The recipient (or a human in a later forensic operation)
could ask “why” to this response, in which case the ratio-
nale could be returned (not shown in Figure 4):

#2c why broker→tasker in reply to #2b
CE as in card #2b

#2d tell tasker→broker in reply to #2c
because

there is a person named p670467 that

is known as ‘John Smith’ and

is a high value target and

the person p670467 has ABC123

as linked vehicle registration and

there is a vehicle named v01253 that

has ABC123 as registration.

Step 3: Generation of sensing task to localize vehicle

A trigger is set in the system that will automatically create
task instances whenever HVT sightings are reported.

#3a tell tasker→broker
there is a task named t327893 that

requires the intelligence capability

localize and

is looking for the vehicle v01253 and

operates in the spatial area

‘North Road’ and

is ranked with the task priority high.

A CE description of the new task may be posted to the an-
alyst for their information.

#3b gist broker→analyst
A MALE UAV with EO camera has been tasked to

localize a black saloon car (ABC123) with

possible HVT John Smith in the North Road

area.

Assignments of sensing assets to tasks is done using the
method described in [9], using a CE knowledge base of
suitable sensor and platform types for a range of intelli-
gence, surveillance, and reconnaissance tasks. The analyst
could request an expansion of the above gist by means of an
expand card; the expansion would be expressed in terms
of the CE knowledge base, to justify that choice of asset
(see Figure 4; messages not shown here for space reasons).

Step 4: Tracking updates are reported to the analyst

Here, there are a number of possibilities depending on how
closely the analyst wishes to follow the tracking of the
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Figure 4: Interactions for steps 1–3 of the vignette

black saloon. This would be handled by the analyst ex-
pressing preferences to the broker via ask cards. For sim-
plicity, we assume the analyst wishes to be alerted when
the vehicle stops at a location:

#4a gist broker→analyst
Vehicle ABC123 with possible HVT John Smith

has stopped at location Central Junction.

Link to map showing position of vehicle

At this point the analyst may request imagery from the
UAV:

#4c NL analyst→broker
Show me live imagery from the UAV.

There will now be a confirmation conversation to deter-
mine that this is a CE query, and an ask card issued, to
which the broker will respond with a tell card including
a link to the imagery as a resource attribute. Details of
these interactions are similar to Step 1.

The above analysis illustrates most of the sub-sequences in
Figure 2, and shows that the CE-Cards model is sufficient
to support interactions among human and software agents
in an MOSN context. The model has been designed to be
minimal in terms of our requirements to support conversa-
tional flows from natural (NL) to controlled (CE) language,
and back. The seven main types of card can be grouped in
terms of which parts of the flow they support: NL→CE (NL,
confirm), CE→CE (ask, tell, why), CE→NL (gist,
expand).

V. Prototype implementation

We have implemented a prototype architecture based
around a CE-card server which supports exchange of CE-
cards among human or machine parties, while acting also
as a repository for the cards exchanged. Figure 5 illus-
trates this server communicating with two agents: a user’s
agent (e.g. the patrol in our vignette), and the broker. Soft-

CE#Card'
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user'
agent' broker'

HTTP'REST'
(CE)'

HTTP'REST'
(CE)'

Figure 5: Illustration of the prototype architecture showing
two example agents communicating via the CE-card server

ware agents representing human and machine parties can
be implemented in any programming language. In the cur-
rent prototype, the user agent is implemented as a web app
(running on any browser) which is able to communicate
with the CE-card server. Note that the CE-card server ex-
changes cards which are represented directly in CE, and
that the CE-card server stores the same cards as pure CE
statements. This means that CE is used uniformly as inter-
nal representation, transport layer, and user representation
language. The architecture can be deployed on a service-
oriented architecture for mission support such as the ITA
Sensor Fabric [12].

Processing of CE information, including automated rea-
soning of the kind exemplified by the broker and tasker
agents in Section IV, is performed by a component of
the prototype called the Controlled English Store (or “CE
Store”) — a research-grade implementation of a pure CE
processing environment, developed to support ongoing re-
search, experimentation and evaluation using the CE lan-
guage. In addition to processing CE sentences it also pro-
vides a pluggable agent infrastructure within which ma-
chine agents can be easily added. The CE Store provides
basic capabilities for model definition, simple workflow
execution, definition of knowledge (facts), queries, rules
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and annotations. The handling of the conversation policies
within the prototype implementation of the Section IV vi-
gnette is performed by the CE Store also.4

As a concept-of-use, we created a prototype user inter-
face based on the Google Glass Mirror API structure.5 At
the time, Google’s API was not publicly accessible, but fol-
lowing its main structure allowed us to explore this type of
interface for users in the field. In particular, we were inter-
ested in how a speech-based interface in conjunction with
an eyeline-mounted display can be used to receive NL input
and feed back short CE sentences and our gist format (we
would envisage longer CE text being directed to a user’s
handheld device). Integration of our simulated version of
the Mirror API with the CE-card server architecture is il-
lustrated in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows a screenshot of the
Glass-style interface operating with a head-mounted cam-
era and speech input to a laptop computer. This Glass-style
interface was implemented by extending and making dy-
namic the Glassim simulator.6 The screenshot shows the
user’s view, with the simulated “eyeline” display overlaid
onto the live video from the head-mounted camera (while
the user was observing a road).7

The prototype implementation, along with the Glass-
style concept-of-use, has been evaluated informally by
subject-matter experts from the US Army Research Lab-
oratory and UK Ministry of Defence. The way in which
the system “plays back” natural language as CE was high-
lighted as a particularly beneficial feature. Work is now
underway to conduct more formal experiments with hu-
man subjects working in collaboration with software agents
using NL, CE, and the template-based gist format as ex-
plained previously.

VI. Discussion

Research in agent communication languages (ACLs) [3, 4]
viewed conversations as sequences of communicative acts,

4A publicly-available version of the CE Store (known formally as the
IBM Controlled Natural Language Processing Environment) is available
for download at: http://ibm.co/RDIa53

5http://developers.google.com/glass/
6http://glasssim.com/
7Demonstration videos of the Section IV vignette can be viewed at:

http://www.usukitacs.com/node/2552

Figure 7: Prototype implementation of Google Glass-style
concept-of-use

drawing on work in philosophical linguistics. The idea of
illocutionary acts from speech act theory [1] was adopted
as a basis for ACL messages having explicit “performa-
tives” that classify messages as, for example, assertives
(factual statements), directives (such as requests or com-
mands), or commissives (that commit the sender to some
future action).

Our model features speech act-style performatives only
for CE→CE interactions (ask and why are directives, tell is
an assertive), as these support machine-machine communi-
cation. However, because CE is machine-processable, in
principle the receiver could determine the illocutionary act
from the message content. This is already true for ask and
tell (CE queries versus CE facts); there is currently no CE
form for a “why” query but one could be added to the lan-
guage. In our approach, NL and gist cards do not have
explicit performatives because the illocutionary act is de-
termined by the human sender or receiver. The purpose of
the confirm card is to disambiguate the intended act to al-
low software agents to respond as expected; the purpose
of a gist card is to make complex CE easier for a human
to understand and determine the sender agent’s intent (e.g.
assertive or directive).

The tasker agent incorporates the results on previ-
ous work in resource allocation in MOSNs, where a
knowledge-based system matches sensing assets to mission
tasks [9]. Because this system is essentially performing the
role of a “facilitator” in software agent research [4], a fu-
ture possibility is to extend the CE-Cards model to support
“brokerage” acts such as advertisements, subscriptions, or
contracts.

The processing of NL cards to extract the information
in a CE format builds upon ongoing research in informa-
tion extraction using CE [13]. The main difference between
that research and the usage in this context is the increased
dependence on lexical descriptions for the concepts, rela-



tionships and attributes within the CE model to better en-
able the detectability of phrases and terms within NL state-
ments and questions. The high-level approach taken is to
first shallow-parse the NL text into component words and
phrases and to seek these within the current set of avail-
able CE models available to the processing agent. If suit-
able matches are not detected using this simplistic approach
then the NL sentence is sent off to the traditional NL pro-
cessing using full lexical parsing of the sentence to deter-
mine whether this additional lexical knowledge can provide
further accuracy. In all cases (including partial parses) the
successfully extracted information from the NL sentence
is converted to CE and returned to the user for review (if
policy allows) and correction in any subsequent response.

The generation of gist messages is currently based
mainly on the use of pre-defined templates for different
parts of the CE model where simple variable substitution
is used to populate the templates against the actual data for
a given situation (an example of such a template is given in
cards #3b and #4a in the walkthrough in Section IV). The
templates can be used individually or combined as frag-
ments to form a larger summary when the relevant infor-
mation spans multiple templates. CE statements regarding
the mapping of these templates and the relative importance
of concepts, relationships and attributes are defined in the
language of the CE meta-model. This builds on a technique
known as linguistic transformation [6] whereby the in-
formation required to undertake linguistic transformations
such as summaries is communicated directly in the CE lan-
guage. Future research may look to integrate more ad-
vanced summarisation algorithms into this CE-based envi-
ronment to make the summary generation capability more
closely matched to human readability and relevance expec-
tations.

One area of active experimentation is the use of more
flexible forms of confirm card. Our original intent was
to use the confirm card as a means to feed-back CE con-
tent to the user, to allow them to confirm the acceptability
of the machine’s interpretation of their original NL input.
Under certain circumstances however, we see potentially-
considerable value in supporting other forms of “confirm”
feedback. For example:

• There may be cases where information management
policy dictates that “verbatim” CE feedback should
not be provided to the sender. This is especially true
in a multi-agency situation, where there may be issues
of confidentiality between collaborating parties [8]. In
such cases, it would be useful for the receiver of the
NL message to acknowledge receipt (e.g. “Thank you
for your message”) without revealing their precise in-
terpretation of the information (which could expose,
for example, inferred or extracted knowledge, or sim-
ply elements of their information model they would
wish to keep confidential). Of course, this means that
there is no formal confirmation by the sender of their
intended meaning so, as discussed above, confirma-
tion may need to be established by a (human) third
party.

Such cases can easily be handled by a variant of the

Figure 8: Experimentation with a graphical form for
confirm or gist cards

confirm card that permits NL content (e.g. “Thank
you for your message”), and does not oblige the recip-
ient to respond.

• Another area for experimentation is the use of a graph-
ical form for confirm card content, which our early
trials suggest may be particularly useful in a form fac-
tor such as the Glass-style eyeline-mounted display.
An example of this is shown in Figure 8 where, instead
of a CE version of card #1b in Section IV, the user sees
a combination of machine-generated image and com-
pact text. The style/format (e.g. text and/or graphics)
could be determined based on additional contextual
factors such as the user, their role, the current opera-
tional tempo and the form factor of the device they are
using.

We regard this kind of flexible structured content as an
extension of our original notion of “gist” content; in-
deed, we envisage many cases where the system could
use this kind of enriched graphical/text content in a
gist card also. In such cases, however, if the user
then requested an expansion of some specified ele-
ments of the “enriched gist”, the content of the cor-
responding expand card would also need to be “en-
riched gist”.

In conclusion, our initial experimentation with the proto-
type leads us to propose two changes to the original model
in Figure 1, to support the above considerations:

• The potential utility of non-CE forms of confirmation
message leads us to model the confirm card as a
‘generic’ kind of card, open to any kind of content:
NL, CE, or gist.

• The value in allowing more flexible graphical/text
content in both gist and expand cards, leads us to
model the expand card as a kind of gist card.

The proposed revised model is shown in Figure 9.
Colouring is used here to more clearly show the different
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Figure 9: Proposed revised CE-Cards model, based on initial experimentation

kinds of card and content (NL, CE, gist, and ‘generic’).
The model also allows for a ‘generic’ card to have mul-
tiple types of content so, for example, a single confirm
card could carry both gist content and CE content,
allowing the receiving agent greater flexibility in how it
processes that content. For example, a user agent with a
Glass-style interface may use gist content as in Figure 8,
while a user agent on a tablet device may render the CE
content (or offer the user both options).

VII. Conclusion and future work

This paper has introduced a model to support human-
machine conversational interactions in a mission-oriented
sensor network context, and shown how the model can be
applied in practice. A key focus of our future work is de-
veloping these ideas in the multi-agency mission context,
where information and assets are shared among different
coalition partners with varying levels of trust, and conver-
sations involve negotiations over access to resources. One
area of ongoing work is in researching the effectiveness of
Controlled English as a representation medium for security
and resource management polices, that are both machine-
processable (enforceable) and human-understandable. Ini-
tial work in this area is reported in [7] and future work will
involve integrating that work into the conversational con-
text.

A second major focus of the work going forward is
to provide support for trade-offs relating to quality-of-
information (QoI). QoI in multi-agency mission support
networks is highly variable, both due to the nature of the
sources and the network capacity. Examples of QoI issues
in the context of our vignette include:

• QoI issues stemming from the role of humans as
sources of information:. For example, in our vignette
we assume the officer on patrol is a trained observer
and it is likely that the word “suspicious” (card #1a,
Section IV) has a codified meaning and can be directly

mapped to some kind of certainty range. However,
if that message came from an untrained or unknown
individual, or via social media, then the subjective
meaning of “suspicious” would need to be estimated
and the certainty recorded.

• Quality of information retrieved from database
sources: For example, information obtained by the
tasker agent in the vignette (cards #2b and #2d, Sec-
tion IV) may have associated uncertainty that the ve-
hicle is associated with HVT John Smith (the infor-
mation may be out of date or inaccurate).

• Quality of information from physical sensors: When
the UAV attempts to track the black saloon, the accu-
racy of its observations will be subject to known or
unknown QoI parameters. For example, observations
such as the one that lead to card #4a in Section IV de-
pend on the ability of the UAV system to accurately
localise and track that particular vehicle.

These various forms of uncertainty may utilise differ-
ent representations, for instance probabilities vs symbolic
ratings, making information fusion a challenge. Going
forward, we anticipate that the use of rationale, prove-
nance, subjective logic, and gist (to convey summaries
to a human user) can help. Note that we expect the fu-
sion/understanding of all these sources of uncertainty to be
fundamentally a human activity with support from the ma-
chine to make understanding/audit easier (through gist and
rationale).
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Appendix: A Brief Guide to CE

CE is used to define both models and instances. Model
definitions take the form of concept definitions. CE
conceptualise sentences are intended to define concepts
by example; that is, they provide generalised examples of
how to say things about concepts, including relationships
between them. A CE model may also include the definition
of logical inference rules which are used to express fur-
ther information about the concepts and relationships and
how they are logically related. Concepts may be speciali-
sations of other concepts, indicated by is a declarations.
Relationships may be defined between concepts (for exam-
ple, the relationship is to between the concepts card and
agent). The following definitions cover the core CE-Cards
model (as presented in Figure 1; the proposed revised ver-
sion is not shown here):

conceptualise a ~ card ~ C that
has the timestamp T as ~ timestamp ~ and
has the resource R as ~ resource ~.

conceptualise the card C
~ is from ~ the individual I and
~ is to ~ the agent A and
~ is in reply to ~ the card Q.

conceptualise a ~ CE card ~ C that
is a card and
has the CE content CO as ~ content ~.

conceptualise a ~ gist card ~ C that
is a card and
has the gist content CO as ~ content ~.

conceptualise an ~ NL card ~ C that
is a card and
has the NL content CO as ~ content ~.

conceptualise an ~ ask card ~ C
that is a CE card.

conceptualise a ~ confirm card ~ C
that is a CE card.

conceptualise a ~ expand card ~ C
that is a CE card.

conceptualise a ~ tell card ~ C
that is a CE card.

conceptualise a ~ why card ~ C
that is a CE card.


